Subject: THREE MEN SHOT

Today, April 21, 2021, at approximately 3:35 a.m. we received a ShotSpotter alert of several shots fired near 26 N.W. 8 Avenue. Subsequently, we received a call of a person shot at the same location.

Officers were immediately dispatched to the scene and upon arriving, they located a male victim on the street, in front of 26 N.W. 8 Avenue, who was unresponsive. Two other males were also on scene and were suffering from gunshot wounds. Miami Fire Rescue arrived and pronounced the first victim deceased on scene while the other two were transported to Jackson Memorial Hospital Trauma.

Detectives know that the suspect fled on foot but don’t have a physical description at this time.

Homicide detectives are actively working this case and need any witnesses to come forward with information.

Anyone with information is urged to contact the Miami Police Department’s Homicide Unit at (305) 603-6350. Those with information that wish to remain anonymous can contact Miami-Dade Crime Stoppers at (305) 471-TIPS (8477), visit www.crimestoppersmiami.com and select “Give a Tip” or Send a text message to 274637. Enter CSMD followed by the tip information and press send.